Automatic snoring sounds detection from sleep sounds via multi-features analysis.
Obstructive sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome (OSAHS) is a serious respiratory disorder. Snoring is the most intuitively characteristic symptom of OSAHS. Recently, many studies have attempted to develop snore analysis technology for diagnosing OSAHS. The preliminary and essential step in such diagnosis is to automatically segment snoring sounds from original sleep sounds. This study presents an automatic snoring detection algorithm that detects potential snoring episodes using an adaptive effective-value threshold method, linear and nonlinear feature extraction using maximum power ratio, sum of positive/negative amplitudes, 500 Hz power ratio, spectral entropy (SE) and sample entropy (SampEn), and automatic snore/nonsnore classification using a support vector machine. The results show that SampEn provides higher classification accuracy than SE. Furthermore, the proposed automatic detection method achieved over 94.0% accuracy when identifying snoring and nonsnoring sounds despite using small training sets. The sensitivity and accuracy of the results demonstrate that the proposed snoring detection method can effectively classify snoring and nonsnoring sounds, thus enabling the automatic detection of snoring.